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The Final Report of BPDG:

That Which We Call the CBDTPA, By Any Other Name Would Smell as Foul…

Digital TV Does Not Need Government Technology Mandates

The BPDG Process: a “mini-Hollings” bill for DTV

The Broadcast Protection Discussion Group (“BPDG”) was nominally convened to afford
“affected industries” the opportunity to discuss the (as yet nonexistent) problem of
unauthorized redistribution of Hollywood movies captured from unencrypted digital
television broadcasts (“DTV”).

After several months of negotiations marked by acrimony, arbitrariness, and confusion,
the “co-chairs” of the BPDG have issued their Final Report. Supporters of the “standard”
proposed in the Final Report intend to seek government intervention in order to ban “non-
compliant” devices from the DTV marketplace.

In other words, the proposed BPDG Standard is a “mini-Hollings” bill for all
devices capable of interoperating with DTV.

EFF joins technology companies (including Philips), consumer groups (including
DigitalConsumer.org), and industry associations (including CCIA) in opposing the deeply
flawed BPDG Standard proposed in the Final Report.

Bad for Fair Use

The BPDG Standard will frustrate the legitimate fair use expectations of the public.
Today, a father who spots his son in the local news college sports highlights can use a VHS
video cassette to send the video to his mother, or can attach the video clip to an email
message. The BPDG Standard would make this impossible.

The Standard will also stunt the future evolution of fair use. Under the Standard,
technology innovators will not be able to introduce new DTV technologies unless they first
implement one of the “Hollywood-approved” protection schemes (see “Table A” in the
Standard).

The upshot is simple: unlike in every other area of digital media technology, in the DTV
arena new fair uses will be contingent on the prior consent of Hollywood. This turns fair
use on its head, substituting the self-interested judgments of Hollywood executives for the
open marketplace and wisdom of federal judges. If this had been the rule in 1976, when
Hollywood movie studios sued to ban the Betamax VCR, the Supreme Court would never
have been able to add “time-shifting” to the lexicon of fair uses.

Bad for Innovation

The BPDG Standard restricts DTV innovation by limiting technology companies to a
selected list of “approved” technologies (see “Table A” in the Standard). In effect, the BPDG
Standard tells DTV technologists that “innovation will only be tolerated only inside the lines
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we’ve drawn for you.” The BPDG Standard thus limits the horizons of tomorrow’s DTV
innovators, substituting government mandates developed by self-interested incumbent
companies for marketplace incentives.

Bad for Competition

“Inter-industry negotiations” like BPDG promote the corporate interests of
negotiation participants, not the public interest. Technology mandates pick winning
technologies in advance, substituting “inter-industry” negotiations for market competition.
The threat to competition is further compounded when the mandated technologies are picked
by a group of interested companies.

It should come as no surprise that the chief BPDG participants happen to have proprietary
interests in BPDG’s list of “approved” technologies, while the technologies of their
competitors (including future innovators) have been excluded.

Bad for Free/Open Source Software

The BPDG Standard effectively bans free and open source software from
interoperating with DTV signals. This is accomplished by mandating “Robustness”
requirements that require DTV devices to resist user modification (“tamper-resistant” is the
euphemism). This is anathema to the free and open source software, which requires that
software be delivered in “tamper-friendly” formats, and is predominantly written by
hobbyists and tinkerers. The BPDG Standard is akin to a government mandate that all cars be
sold with their hoods welded shut, lest their mechanically-minded owners “tamper” with
them.

In a technology marketplace increasingly dominated by a few companies (including one
adjudged a monopolist by the courts), free and open source software has been a powerful
force for competition and innovation, having been embraced by companies as diverse as
IBM, Hewlett Packard, Sun Microsystems, TiVo and Apple Computer. New free software
projects such as GNU Radio and DScaler are already working on DTV applications. If the
BPDG Standard becomes law, however, the public will never see the fruits of these efforts,
even though devices built on free software could substantially lower the consumer cost of
making the transition to DTV.

Bad for DTV Adoption

Each of the flaws detailed above—curtailing fair use, retarding innovation, undermining
competition, banning free/open source software—will serve to delay DTV adoption in the
marketplace.

The public wants from DTV technology vendors what it wants from all technology
products—ever more features at ever lower costs. That is precisely what they have received
from computer technology, an industry marked by robust innovation and market competition,
not government mandates.

As for content, if Hollywood refuses to license its movies for DTV, there are others who
are willing to make the most of Hollywood’s short-sightedness. Already, Mark Cuban’s
HDNet is creating compelling HDTV content, and NBC has begun digital broadcasting its
prime time programs in HD format.
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And for What?

It is particularly ironic that the BPDG Standard, while damaging the important public
interests noted above, does virtually nothing to address the unauthorized redistribution
of programming on the Internet.

Today, the unauthorized programming available on the Internet is drawn from analog TV
broadcasts and DVDs. That is not likely to change with the advent of DTV. Due to
limitations of broadband deployment to the home, video programming on the Internet is
compressed (“down-sampled”) into lower quality in order to facilitate downloading. Thus,
those redistributing programming over the Internet are unlikely to find much attractive about
DTV, since any increase in quality would be lost by the necessity of compression.

Alternatives

The following is a list of technologies that drew litigation from the incumbent
entertainment industries of their day, along with the government intervention ultimately
adopted to adjust the copyright balance:

Year Technology Ultimate Government Action

1908 Player Piano compulsory license

1931 Broadcast Radio
BMI/ASCAP licensing under consent
decree (essentially a compulsory
license)

1968 Photocopiers none

1968 Cable Television compulsory license

1976 VCR none

1990 DAT recorder levy + SCMS mandate

1998 MP3 players none

Incumbent entertainment industries have fought virtually every new technology for over
a century. Government technology mandates, however, have almost never been the answer.
(The one exception was the SCMS mandate on DAT recorders; the failure of DAT has been
ascribed by many to the mandate.)

DTV technology is still in its infancy; hobbling it with government mandates like the
BPDG Standard is both unwise and unprecedented.


